
  

Algebra 2 Honor: Probability  Name:_______________________ 
Probability- Introduction to Conditional Probability  Day 5 
    

 
1.  Find the following probabilities. Write your answer as a reduced fraction and a percent. 
 

a) P(Your piece has pepperoni) =   
 
 

b) P(Your piece has mushrooms) =   
 
 

c) P(Your piece has anchovies) =   
 
 

d) P(Your piece has both pepperoni and anchovies) =  
 
  

e) P(Your piece has either pepperoni or mushrooms or both) =  
 
 

f) P(Your piece has either pepperoni or is plain or both) =  
 
 

g) P(Your piece has anchovies given you already tasted a pepperoni on your first bite) = 
 
 

h) P(Your piece has pepperoni given you already tasted an anchovy on your first bite) =  
 
 



  

2.  Ice Cream Shop:  The manager of an ice cream shop is curious as to which customers are buying 
certain flavors of ice cream. He decides to track whether the customer is an adult or a child and whether 
they order vanilla ice cream or chocolate ice cream. He finds that of his 224 customers in one week that 
146 ordered chocolate. He also finds that 52 of his 93 adult customers ordered vanilla.  Fill this data 
into the two-way table below. 
 
What is the probability that… 
a) … a randomly selected person ordered vanilla ice 

cream?  P(vanilla) =     
 
b) … a randomly selected person ordered vanilla ice 

cream AND is a child? 
P( vanilla AND child) =     

 
c) …if you randomly select a child, he or she ordered vanilla ice cream? 

P( vanilla given person is a child) =     
 
 
3. Music. A survey asked students which types of music they listen to.  Out of 200 students, 75 

indicated pop music and 45 indicated country music with 22 of these students indicating they 
listened to both. Use a Venn diagram to organize this data. 

 
What is the probability that… 
a) …a randomly selected student listens to pop music? 

P( pop music) =     
 
b) …a randomly selected student listens to pop AND country? 

P( pop music AND country music) =     
 
c) … a randomly selected country music listener also 

listens to pop? 
P( pop music given the person likes country music) =     
 

Notes: 
 
Question:  When should you use the sub-category total in the denominator of a probability instead of 
 the total? 
 
 
Def.  Conditional Probability –  
 
 
Notation:   P( A B ) reads  

  P( AB ) reads  

  P( pepperonimushroom ) reads 
 
 
Question:  How do you calculate P( A B )? 

 Adult Child Total 

Vanilla    

Chocolate    

Total    
 


